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Abstract. We consider the following deﬁnition (diﬀerent from the standard deﬁnition in the literature) of “maximal parallelism” in the application of evolution rules in a P system G: Let R = {r1 , ...rk } be the set
of (distinct) rules in the system. G operates in maximal parallel mode if
at each step of the computation, a maximal subset of R is applied, and
at most one instance of any rule is used at every step (thus at most k
rules are applicable at any step). We refer to this system as a maximally
parallel system. We look at the computing power of P systems under
three semantics of parallelism. For a positive integer n ≤ k, deﬁne:
n-Max-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select a maximal
subset of at most n rules in R to apply (this implies that no larger subset
is applicable).
≤ n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of
at most n rules in R to apply.
n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of
exactly n rules in R to apply.
In all three cases, if any rule in the subset selected is not applicable,
then the whole subset is not applicable. When n = 1, the three semantics
reduce to the Sequential mode.
We focus on two popular models of P systems: multi-membrane catalytic systems and communicating P systems. We show that for these
systems, n-Max-Parallel mode is strictly more powerful than any of
the following three modes: Sequential, ≤ n-Parallel, or n-Parallel.
For example, it follows from the result in [7] that a maximally parallel communicating P system is universal for n = 2. However, under the
three limited modes of parallelism, the system is equivalent to a vector
addition system, which is known to only deﬁne a recursive set. These
generalize and reﬁne the results for the case of 1-membrane systems recently reported in [3]. Some of the present results are rather surprising.
For example, we show that a Sequential 1-membrane communicating P
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system can only generate a semilinear set, whereas with k membranes, it
is equivalent to a vector addition system for any k ≥ 2 (thus the hierarchy collapses at 2 membranes - a rare collapsing result for nonuniversal
P systems). We also give another proof (using vector addition systems)
of the known result [6] that a 1-membrane catalytic system with only 3
catalysts and (non-prioritized) catalytic rules operating under 3-MaxParallel mode can simulate any 2-counter machine M . Unlike in [6], our
catalytic system needs only a fixed number of noncatalysts, independent
of M .
A simple cooperative system (SCO) is a P system where the only
rules allowed are of the form a → v or of the form aa → v, where a is a
symbol and v is a (possibly null) string of symbols not containing a. We
show that a 9-Max-Parallel 1-membrane SCO is universal.

1

Introduction

There has been a ﬂurry of research activities in the area of membrane computing (a branch of molecular computing) initiated ﬁve years ago by Gheorghe
Paun [13]. Membrane computing identiﬁes an unconventional computing model,
namely a P system, from natural phenomena of cell evolutions and chemical reactions. Due to the built-in nature of maximal parallelism inherent in the model,
P systems have a great potential for implementing massively concurrent systems
in an eﬃcient way that would allow us to solve currently intractable problems (in
much the same way as the promise of quantum and DNA computing) once future
bio-technology (or silicon-technology) gives way to a practical bio-realization (or
chip-realization).
The Institute for Scientiﬁc Information (ISI) has recently selected membrane
computing as a fast “Emerging Research Front” in Computer Science (http://esitopics.com/ erf/october2003.html). A P system is a computing model, which
abstracts from the way the living cells process chemical compounds in their
compartmental structure. Thus, regions deﬁned by a membrane structure contain
objects that evolve according to given rules. The objects can be described by
symbols or by strings of symbols, in such a way that multisets of objects are
placed in regions of the membrane structure. The membranes themselves are
organized as a Venn diagram or a tree structure where one membrane may
contain other membranes. By using the rules in a nondeterministic, maximally
parallel manner, transitions between the system conﬁgurations can be obtained.
A sequence of transitions shows how the system is evolving. Various ways of
controlling the transfer of objects from a region to another and applying the
rules, as well as possibilities to dissolve, divide or create membranes have been
studied. P systems were introduced with the goal to abstract a new computing
model from the structure and the functioning of the living cell (as a branch of the
general eﬀort of Natural Computing – to explore new models, ideas, paradigms
from the way nature computes). Membrane computing has been quite successful:
many models have been introduced, most of them Turing complete and/or able to
solve computationally intractable problems (NP-complete, PSPACE-complete)
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in a feasible time (polynomial), by trading space for time. (See the P system
website at http://psystems.disco.unimib.it for a large collection of papers in the
area, and in particular the monograph [14].)
As already mentioned above, in the standard semantics of P systems [13–15],
each evolution step of a system G is a result of applying all the rules in G in
a maximally parallel manner. More precisely, starting from the initial conﬁguration, w, the system goes through a sequence of conﬁgurations, where each
conﬁguration is derived from the directly preceding conﬁguration in one step by
the application of a multi-set of rules, which are chosen nondeterministically.
For example, a catalytic rule Ca → Cv in membrane q is applicable if there is a
catalyst C and an object (symbol) a in the preceding conﬁguration in membrane
q. The result of applying this rule is the evolution of v from a. If there is another
occurrence of C and another occurrence of a, then the same rule or another rule
with Ca on the left hand side can be applied. Thus, in general, the number of
times a particular rule is applied at anyone step can be unbounded. We require
that the application of the rules is maximal: all objects, from all membranes,
which can be the subject of local evolution rules have to evolve simultaneously.
Conﬁguration z is reachable (from the starting conﬁguration) if it appears in
some execution sequence; z is halting if no rule is applicable on z.
In this paper, we study a diﬀerent deﬁnition of maximal parallelism. Let
G be a P system and R = {r1 , ..., rk } be the set of (distinct) rules in all the
membranes. (Note that ri uniquely speciﬁes the membrane the rule belongs
to.) We say that G operates in maximal parallel mode if at each step of the
computation, a maximal subset of R is applied, and at most one instance of
any rule is used at every step (thus at most k rules are applicable at any step).
For example, if ri is a catalytic rule Ca → Cv in membrane q and the current
conﬁguration has two C’s and three a’s in membrane q, then only one a can
evolve into v. Of course, if there is another rule rj , Ca → Cv  , in membrane
q, then the other a also evolves into v  . Throughout the paper, we will use this
deﬁnition of maximal parallelism. Here, we look at the computing power of P
systems under three semantics of parallelism. For a positive integer n ≤ k, deﬁne:
n-Max-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select a maximal subset
of at most n rules in R to
apply (this implies that no larger subset is applicable).
≤ n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of at most
n rules in R to apply.
n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of exactly n
rules in R to apply.
In all three cases, if any rule in the subset selected is not applicable, then the
whole subset is not applicable. When n = 1, the three semantics reduce to the
Sequential mode.
In the next four sections, we investigate the computing power of two popular
models of P systems with respect to the above semantics of parallelism – the
catalytic P systems and the communicating P systems.
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We should mention some related work on P systems operating in sequential
and limited parallel modes. Sequential variants of P systems have been studied,
in a diﬀerent framework, in [5]. There, generalized P systems (GP-systems) were
considered and were shown to be able to simulate graph controlled grammars.
Our notion of limited parallelism seems to correspond to “cooperation modes”
in cooperating distributed grammar systems, investigated in [2].
Because of space limitation, many of the proofs are omitted here. They will
appear in the journal version of this paper.

2
2.1

Multi-membrane Catalytic Systems
Maximally Parallel CS

First we recall the deﬁnition of a catalytic system (CS). The membranes (regions)
are organized in a hierarchical (tree) structure and are labeled 1, 2, .., m for some
m, with the outermost membrane (the skin membrane) labeled 1. At the start
of the computation, there is a distribution of catalysts and noncatalysts in the
membranes (the distribution represents the initial conﬁguration of the system).
Each membrane may contain a ﬁnite set of catalytic rules of the form Ca → Cv,
where C is a catalyst, a is a noncatalyst, and v is a (possibly null) string of
noncatalysts. When this rule is applied, the catalyst remains in the membrane the
rule is in, symbol a is deleted from the membrane, and the symbols comprising v
(if nonnull) are transported to other membranes in the following manner. Each
symbol b in v has a designation or target, i.e., it is written bx , where x can be
here, out, or inj . The designation here means that the object b remains in the
membrane containing it (we usually omit this target, when it is understood). The
designation out means that the object is transported to the membrane directly
enclosing the membrane that contains the object; however, we do not allow any
object to be transported out of the skin membrane. The designation inj means
that the object is moved into a membrane, labeled j, that is directly enclosed
by the membrane that contains the object.
It is important to note that our deﬁnition of catalytic system is diﬀerent from
what is usually called catalytic system in the literature. Here, we do not allow
rules without catalysts, i.e., rules of the form a → v. Thus our systems use only
purely catalytic rules.
Suppose that S is a CS with m membranes. Let {a1 , ..., an } be the set of
noncatalyst symbols (objects) that can occur in the conﬁgurations of S. Let
w = (w1 , ..., wm ) be the initial conﬁguration, where wi represents the catalysts
and noncatlysts in membrane i. (Note that wi can be null.) Each reachable
conﬁguration of S is an nm-tuple (v1 , ..., vm ), where vi is an n-tuple representing
the multiplicities of the symbols a1 , ..., an in membrane i. Note that we do not
include the catalysts in considering the conﬁguration as they are not changed
(i.e., they remain in the membranes containing them, and their numbers remain
the same during the computation). Hence the set of all reachable conﬁgurations
of S, denoted by R(S) is a subset of Nmn . The set of all halting reachable
conﬁgurations is denoted by Rh (S).
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2.2

Sequential CS

In a sequential multi-membrane CS, each step of the computation consists of an
application of a single nondeterministically chosen rule, i.e., the membrane and
rule within the membrane to apply are chosen nondeterministically. We show
below that sequential multi-membrane CS’s deﬁne exactly the semilinear sets.
We need the deﬁnition of a vector addition system. An n-dimensional vector
addition system (VAS) is a pair G = x, W , where x ∈ Nn is called the start
point (or start vector) and W is a ﬁnite set of transition vectors in Zn , where
Z is the set of all integers (positive, negative, zero). Throughout this paper, for
a w ∈ Zn we write w ≥ 0 to mean that w has only nonnegative components
(i.e., w ∈ Nn ). The reachability set of the VAS x, W  is the set R(G) = {z |
for some j, z = x + v1 + ... + vj , where, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j, each vi ∈ W and
x+v1 +...+vi ≥ 0}. Note that R(G) is the smallest set satisfying the following two
properties: (1) x ∈ R(G), and (2) whenever z ∈ R(G), v ∈ W , and z + v ∈ Nn ,
then z + v ∈ R(G). The halting reachability set Rh (G) = {z | z ∈ R(G), z + v ≥ 0
for every v in W }.
An n-dimensional vector addition system with states (VASS) is a VAS x, W 
together with a ﬁnite set T of transitions of the form p → (q, v), where q and p
are states and v is in W . The meaning is that such a transition can be applied at
point y in state p and yields the point y+v in state q, provided that y+v ≥ 0. The
VASS is speciﬁed by G = x, W, T, p0 , where p0 is the starting state. Assuming
that the set of states of G is {p0 , ..., pk } (for some k ≥ 0), the reachability set of
VASS G is R(G)={(i, w) ∈ Nn+1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (pi , w) is reachable from (p0 , x)}.
The halting reachability set Rh (G)={(i, w) | (i, w) ∈ R(G) and no transition is
applicable in (pi , w)}.
The reachability problem for a VASS (respectively, VAS) G is to determine,
given a vector y, whether y is in R(G). The equivalence problem is to determine
given two VASS (respectively, VAS) G and G , whether R(G) = R(G ). Similarly,
one can deﬁne the reachability problem and equivalence problem for halting
conﬁgurations.
The following summarizes the known results concerning VAS and VASS [17,
8, 1, 9, 12]:
Theorem 1.
1. Let G be an n-dimensional VASS. We can eﬀectively construct an (n + 3)dimensional VAS G that simulates G.
2. If G is a 2-dimensional VASS, then R(G) is an eﬀectively computable semilinear set.
3. There is a 3-dimensional VASS G such that R(G) is not semilinear.
4. If G is a 5-dimensional VAS, then R(G) is an eﬀectively computable semilinear set.
5. There is a 6-dimensional VAS G such that R(G) is not semilinear.
6. The reachability problem for VASS (and hence also for VAS) is decidable.
7. The equivalence problem for VAS (and hence also for VASS) is undecidable.
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Clearly, it follows from part 6 of the theorem above that the halting reachability problem for VASS (respectively, VAS) is decidable.
A communication-free VAS is a VAS where in every transition, at most one
component is negative, and if negative, its value is -1. Communication-free VAS’s
are equivalent to communication-free Petri nets, which are also equivalent to
commutative context-free grammars [4, 10]. It is known that they have eﬀectively
computable semilinear reachability sets [4].
Our ﬁrst result shows that a sequential CS is weaker than a maximally parallel
CS.
Theorem 2. Every sequential multi-membrane CS S can be simulated by a
communication-free VAS G, and vice versa.
Proof. Let S be an m-membrane CS with noncatalysts a1 , ..., an . Suppose that
the start conﬁguration of w = (w1 , ..., wm ) has k catalysts C1 , ..., Ck . We may
assume, without loss of generality by adding new catalysts and rules if necessary,
that each Ci occurs at most once in wi (1 ≤ i ≤ m). Number all the rules in S
by 1, ..., s. Note that the rule number uniquely determines the membrane where
the rule is applicable.
We ﬁrst transform S to a new system S  by modifying the rules and the
initial conﬁguration w. S  will now have catalysts C1 , ..., Ck , Q1 , ..., Qs and
noncatalysts a1 , ..., an , d1 , ..., ds . The component wq of the initial conﬁguration
in membrane q will now be wq plus each Qh for which rule number h is in
membrane q. The rules of S  are deﬁned as follows:
Case 1: Suppose that Cj ai → Cj v is a rule in membrane q of S, and ai does
not appear in v with designation (target) here. Then this rule is in membrane q
of S  .
Case 2: Suppose that Cj ai → Cj ati v is rule number r and t ≥ 1. Suppose that
this rule is in membrane q, with the target of each ai in ati being here, and v does
not contain any ai with target here. Then the following rules are in membrane
q of S  : Cj ai → Cj dtr v and Qr dr → Qr ai . In the above rules, the target for ai
and each dr in the right-hand side of the rules is here.
Clearly, S  simulates S, and S  has the property that in each rule Xb → Xv
(where X is a catalyst, b is a noncatalyst, and v a string of noncatalysts), v does
not contain a b with target here. It is now obvious that each rule Xb → Xv in
S  can be transformed to a VAS transition rule of mn + s components, where the
component of the transition corresponding to noncatalyst b is -1, and the other
components (corresponding to the target designations in v) are nonnegative.
Thus, the VAS is communication free.
Conversely, let G be a communication-free VAS. We construct a sequential 1membrane CS S which has one catalyst C, noncatalysts #, a1 , ..., ak , and starting
conﬁguration C#w, where w corresponds to the starting vector of G. Suppose
that (j1 , ..., jm−1 , jm , jm+1 , ..., jk ) is a transition in G.
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Case 1: jm = −1 and all other ji ’s are nonnegative. Then the following rule is
jm−1 jm+1
am+1 ...ajkk .
in S: Cam → Caj11 ...am−1
Case 2: All the ji ’s are nonnegative. Then the following rule is in S:
C# → C#aj11 ...ajkk .
Clearly, S simulates G. In fact, R(G) = R(S) × {1}.



Corollary 1.
1. If S is a sequential multi-membrane CS, then R(S) and Rh (S) are eﬀectively
computable semilinear sets.
2. The reachability problem (whether a given conﬁguration is reachable) for
sequential multi-membrane CS’s is NP-complete.
Since a communication-free VAS can be simulated by a sequential 1membrane CS (from conversely in the proof of Theorem 2), we have:
Corollary 2. The following are equivalent: communication-free VAS, sequential
multi-membrane CS, sequential 1-membrane CS.
2.3

CS Under Limited Parallelism

Here we look at the computing power of the multi-membrane CS under three
semantics of parallelism (namely, n-Max-Parallelism, ≤ n-Parallelism, and
n-Parallelism) deﬁned in Section 1. We can show the following:
Theorem 3. For n = 3, a 1-membrane CS operating under the n-MaxParallel mode can deﬁne any recursively enumerable set. For any n, a multimembrane CS operating under ≤ n-Parallel mode or n-Parallel mode can be
simulated by a VASS.
2.4

3-Max-Parallel 1-Membrane CS

As noted above, it is known that a 3-Max-Parallel 1-membrane CS is universal
[6] in that it can simulate any 2-counter machine M . We show in this section
that the universality result of [6] can be obtained in terms of communication-free
VAS. Later we improve this result by showing that, in fact, the 1-membrane CS
need no more than k noncatalysts for some ﬁxed k, independent of M .
Consider an n-dimensional communication-free VAS G = x, W  with its
set of addition vectors W partitioned into three disjoint sets W1 , W2 and W3 .
Under the 3-Max-Parallel mode, at each step G nondeterministically applies
a maximal set of at most 3 addition vectors simultaneously to yield the next
vector; however, from each set Wi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, at most one addition vector can
be chosen.
Acting as either acceptors or generators, the following result shows the equivalence of 2-counter machines and communication-free VAS operating under the
3-Max-Parallel mode.
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Theorem 4. Let M be a 2-counter machine with two counters C1 and C2 . There
exist an n-dimensional VAS G = x, (W1 , W2 , W3 ) under the 3-Max-Parallel
mode and a designated coordinate l such that M accepts on initial counter values
C1 = m and C2 = 0 iﬀ
1. (generator:) m ∈ {v(l) | v ∈ Rh (G)};
2. (acceptor:) from start vector x with x(l) = m, Rh (G) = ∅, i.e., G has a
halting computation.
Here n is bounded by a function of the number of states of M .
By assigning for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, a catalyst Ci for the set of addition vectors
Wi , deﬁning a distinct noncatalyst symbol for each position in the addition
vector, and converting each vector in Wi to a rule of the form Ci a → Ci v, where
a is a noncatalyst and v is a (possibly null) string of noncatalysts, the following
result can easily be obtained from Theorem 4.
Corollary 3. Let M be a 2-counter machine with two counters. There exists a
1-membrane 3-Max-Parallel CS S with catalysts C1 , C2 , C3 and n noncatalysts
with a designated noncatalyst symbol al such that M accepts on initial counter
values m and 0, respectively, iﬀ
1. (generator:) m ∈ {#al (y) | y ∈ Rh (S)};
2. (acceptor) if S starts with initial conﬁguration (al )m y, for some y not containing al , then Rh (S) = ∅.
We note that in the corollary above, the CS operates in 3-Max-Parallel
mode. Now the catalyst C1 (resp. C2 ) is needed to make sure that at most one
addition vector in W1 (resp. W2 ) is simulated by the CS at each step. However,
catalyst C3 is not really needed in that we can convert each addition vector in
W3 to a rule of the form a → v, i.e., a noncooperative rule (without a catalyst).
Thus, the system can be constructed to have only two catalysts with catalytic
rules and noncooperative rules. This was also shown in [6]. However, the degree
of maximal parallelism in the system is no longer 3 (because now more than one
noncooperative rule may be applicable at each step). It can be shown that at any
point, no more than 3 noncooperative rules are applicable. This in turn implies
that the degree of maximal parallelism now becomes 5 (two catalysts plus 3
noncooperative rules). Note also that n, the dimension of the communicationfree VAS, which translates to the number of noncatalysts for the system, is also
a function of the number of states, hence is unbounded.
We can improve the above results. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. There exists a 2-counter machine U with counters C1 and C2 that is
universal in the following sense. When U is given a description of an arbitrary 2counter machine M as a positive integer in C2 and an input m in C1 , U accepts
iﬀ M with input m on its ﬁrst counter and 0 on its other counter accepts.
Therefore, we have:
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Corollary 4. There exists a ﬁxed positive integer n such that if L ⊆ N is any
recursively enumerable set of nonnegative integers, then:
1. L can be generated (accepted) by a 1-membrane 3-Max-Parallel CS with 3
catalysts and n noncatalysts.
2. L can be generated (accepted) by a 1-membrane 5-Max-Parallel P system
with 2 catalysts and n noncatalysts with catalytic and noncooperative rules.
2.5

9-Max-Parallel 1-Membrane CS with One Catalyst

We now look at a model of a 1-membrane CS with only one catalyst C with initial
conﬁguration C k x for some string x of noncatalysts (thus, there are k copies of
C). The rules allowed are of the form Ca → Cv or of the form Caa → Cv, i.e.,
C catalizes two copies of an object. Clearly the system operates in maximally
parallel mode, but uses no more than k rules in any step. We call this system
1GCS. This system is equivalent to a restricted form of cooperative P system
[13, 14]. A simple cooperative system (SCO) is a P system where the rules allowed
are of the form a → v or of the form aa → v. Moreover, there is some ﬁxed integer
k such that the system operates in maximally parallel mode, but uses no more
than k rule instances in any step. We can show the following:
Theorem 5. 1GCS (hence, also SCO) operating under the 9-Max-Parallel
mode is universal.

3

Sequential 1-Membrane Communicating P Systems

Consider the model of a communicating P system (CPS) with only one membrane, called the skin membrane [16]. The rules are of the form: (1) a → ax , (2)
ab → ax by , (3) ab → ax by ccome , where a, b, c are objects, x, y (which indicate the
directions of movements of a and b) can only be here (i.e., the object remains in
the membrane) or out (i.e., the object is expelled into the environment). The third
rule brings in an object c from the environment into the skin membrane. In the sequel, we omit the designation here, so that objects that remain in the membrane
will not have this subscript. There is a ﬁxed ﬁnite set of rules in the membrane.
At the beginning, there is a ﬁxed conﬁguration of objects in the membrane.
Assume that the computation is sequential; i.e., at each step there is only
one application of a rule (to one instance). So, e.g., if nondeterministically a
rule like ab → ahere bout ccome is chosen, then there must be at least one a and
one b in the membrane. After the step, a remains in the membrane, b is thrown
out of the membrane, and c comes into the membrane. There may be several
a’s and b’s, but only one application of the rule is applied. Thus, there is no
parallelism involved. The computation halts when there is no applicable rule.
We are interested in the multiplicities of the objects when the system halts.
One can show that a 1-membrane CPS can be simulated by a vector addition
system (VAS) (this is a special case of a theorem in the next section). However,
the converse is not true – it was shown in [3] that a sequential 1-membrane CPS
can only deﬁne a semilinear set.
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Sequential 1-Membrane Extended CPS (ECPS)

Recall that 1-membrane CPS’s operating sequentially deﬁne only semilinear sets.
In contrast, we shall see in the next section that sequential 2-membrane CPS’s
are equivalent to VASS.
There is an interesting generalization of a 1-membrane CPS, we call extended
CPS (or ECPS) – we add a fourth type of rule of the form: ab → ax by ccome dcome .
That is, two symbols can be imported from the environment. We shall see below
that ECPS’s are equivalent to VASS’s.
Let G be an n-dimensional VASS. Clearly, by adding new states, we may
assume that all transitions in G have the form: pi → (pj , +1h ), pi → (pj , −1h ).
The above is a short-hand notation. The +1h is addition of 1 to the h-th coordinate, and −1h is subtraction of 1 from the h-th coordinate. All other coordinates
are unchanged. Note at each step, the state uniquely determines whether it is a
‘+1 transition’ or a ‘-1 transition’.
For constructing the ECPS S equivalent to G, we associate symbol pi for every
state of the VASS, ah for every coordinate (i.e., position) h in the transition. We
also deﬁne a new special symbol c. So the ECPS has symbols p1 , ...ps (s is the
number of states), a1 , ..., an (n is dimension of the VASS), and c.
Then a transition of the form pi → (pj , +1h ) in G is simulated by the following
rule in S: pi c → pi(out) chere pj(come) ah(come)
A transition of the form pi → (pj , −1h ) in G is simulated by the following
rule in S: pi ah → pi(out) ah(out) pj(come) .
If the VASS G has starting point p1 , v, where v = (i1 , ..., in ) and p1 is the
start state, then ECPS S starts with the word p1 ai11 ...ainn c. Clearly, S simulates
G.
Conversely, suppose we are given an ECPS S over symbols a1 , ..., an
with initial conﬁguration w and rules R1 , ..., Rk . The VASS G has states
R0 , R1 , R1 , ...Rk , Rk and starting point R0 , v0 , where v0 is the n-dimensional
vector in Nn representing the multiplicities of the symbols in the initial conﬁguration w. The transitions of G are deﬁned as follows:
1. R0 → (Ri , zero) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k is a transition, where zero represents
the zero vector.
2. If Ri is a rule of the form ah → ahx , then the following are transitions:
Ri → (Ri , −1h )
Ri → (Rj , dhx ) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where dhx = 0h if x = (out) and
dhx = +1h if x = (here).
(As before, −1h , 0h , +1h mean subtract 1, add 0, add 1 to h, respectively;
all other coordinates are unchanged.)
3. If Ri is a rule of the form ah ar → ahx ary , then the following are transitions:
Ri → (Ri , −1h , −1r )
Ri → (Rj , dhx , dry ) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where dhx and dry are as deﬁned
above.
(Note that if h = r, then (Ri , −1h , −1r ) means (Ri , −2h ), i.e., subtract 2
from coordinate h.)
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4. If Ri is a rule of the form ah ar → ahx ary as(come) , then the following are
transitions:
Ri → (Ri , −1h , −1r )
Ri → (Rj , dhx , dry , +1s ) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where dhx and dry are as
deﬁned above.
5. If Ri is a rule of the form ah ar → ahx ary as(come) at(come) , then the following
are transitions:
Ri → (Ri , −1h , −1r )
Ri → (Rj , dhx , dry , +1s , +1t ) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where dhx and dry are as
deﬁned above.
It follows from the construction above that G simulates S. Thus, we have:
Theorem 6. Sequential 1-membrane ECPS and VASS are equivalent.
We can generalize rules of an ECPS further as follows:
1. ai1 ...aih → ai1 x1 ...ai1 xh
2. ai1 ...aih → ai1 x1 ...ai1 xh cj1come ...cjlcome
where h, l ≥1, and xm ∈ {here, out} for 1 ≤ m ≤ h, and the a’s and c’s are
symbols. Call this system ECPS+. Generalizing the constructions in the proof
of Theorem 6, we can show ECPS+ is still equivalent to a VASS. Thus, we have:
Corollary 5. The following systems are equivalent: Sequential 1-membrane
ECPS, sequential 1-membrane ECPS+, and VASS.
Using rules of types of 1 and 2 above, we can deﬁne the three versions of
parallelism as in Section 2.3, and we can prove the following result. Note that
the ﬁrst part was shown in [7].
Theorem 7. For n = 2, a 1-membrane CPS (and, hence, also 1-membrane
ECPS+) operating under the n-Max-Parallel mode can deﬁne a recursively
enumerable set. For any n, a 1-membrane ECPS+ operating under ≤ n-Parallel
mode or n-Parallel mode is equivalent to a VASS.

5

Multi-membrane CPS and ECPS

In this section, we look at CPS and ECPS with multiple membranes. Now the
subscripts x, y in the CPS rules a → ax , ab → ax by , ab → ax by ccome (and
ab → ax by ccome dcome in ECPS) can be here, out, or inj . As before, here means
that the object remains in the membrane containing it, out means that the object
is transported to the membrane directly enclosing the membrane that contains
the object (or to the environment if the object is in the skin membrane), and
come can only occur within the outermost region (i.e., skin membrane). The
designation inj means that the object is moved into a membrane, labeled j,
that is directly enclosed by the membrane that contains the object.
In Section 3, we saw that a sequential 1-membrane CPS can only deﬁne
a semilinear set. We can show that if the system has two membranes, it can
simulate a vector addition system. Thus, we have:
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Theorem 8. A sequential 2-membrane CPS S can simulate a VASS G.
In Theorem 6, we saw that a sequential 1-membrane ECPS can be simulated
by a VASS. The construction can be extended to multi-membrane ECPS. Recall
that we now allow rules of the form: ab → ax by ccome dcom .
Suppose that S has m membranes. Let {a1 , ..., an } be the set of symbols
(objects) that can occur in the conﬁgurations of S. Then each reachable conﬁguration of S is an mn-tuple (v1 , ..., vm ), where vq is an n-tuple representing the
multiplicities of the symbols a1 , ..., an in membrane q. Then the set of all reachable conﬁgurations of S is a subset of Nmn . Let R1 , ..., Rk be the rules in S. Note
that Ri not only gives the rule but also the membrane where it appears. The
construction of the VASS G simulating S is similar to the construction described
in the second part of the proof of Theorem 6. In fact the construction also works
for ECPS+. Since a sequential 2-membrane CPS can simulate a VASS, we have:
Theorem 9. The following are equivalent: VASS, sequential 2-membrane CPS,
sequential 1-membrane ECPS, sequential multi-membrane ECPS, and sequential
multi-membrane ECPS+.
Finally, we observe that Theorem 7 extends to multi-membrane CPS:
Theorem 10. For any n, a multi-membrane ECPS+ operating under ≤ nParallel mode or n-Parallel mode is equivalent to a VASS.

6

Conclusion

We showed in this paper that P systems that compute in sequential or limited parallel mode are strictly weaker than systems that operate with maximal
parallelism for two classes of systems: multi-membrane catalytic systems and
multi-membrane communicating P systems. Our proof techniques can be used
to show that many of the P systems that have been studied in the literature
(including ones with membrane dissolving rules) operating under sequential or
limited parallelism with unprioritized rules can be simulated by vector addition
systems.
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